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3. Assemble the Simple Frame using Frame Blocks
Lay your frame flat on a non-abrasive floor, carpet or drop cloth.
Slip frame leg with hinges into top and bottom frame.  The frame leg top has the hinge furthest from the corner. 
Set the medium screws inside the pre-drilled frame corner block holes.

1. Tools Needed
● Power Drill 
● For Shutters over 60” tall or wide
    - Counter Sink Drill Bit Set #8

2. Unwrap Packaging 
Locate your hardware bag on the outside packaging before 
unwrapping the shutters.
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4. Mount Pre-drilled Frame
INSIDE MOUNT or OUTSIDE MOUNT
Using the pre-drilled wall mount holes as your guide, set the large top screws on 
both sides by drilling them all the way in.  Then drill the screw back out & set 
back in.  Do not over tighten or distort frame.  Set remaining screws after you 
rack the shutter.

For frames longer than 60”, drill an additional screw hole in the center of the 
frame, using a counter sink drill bit #8.

For Standard Frame Inside mount Only - Use caulk if necessary to fill any gaps 
between the frame and walls.

Inside Mount Frame

Outside Mount Frame

5. Hang Panels on Pre-hinged Frame
Place the Pre-hinged panel in the frame by 
matching up the hinges.  Now Drop in pins to 
secure each hinge, top and bottom

SIMPLESMART CARE:  Your shutters can be cleaned with a damp cloth, a feather duster or washed with soap and water.

6. Rack the Shutter
Make sure the frame is square and panels close 
properly by racking the shutter.  To Rack, slide the 
bottom frame right to left until panels are even 
and square with the frame.

Once the panels are square, hold the bottom frame 
in place, open the panel(s) and set the left and right 
frame legs with large screws in the predrilled holes on 
the bottom. 
Set middle screw (if needed) last.  Do not over tighten.
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